Capability Statement
Construction, Earthmoving and General Equipment
Hire and Service Solutions.
Driving Social Change Through Business.

About Us
Garlbagu Tutt Bryant is a newly incorporated joint venture between Ngarluma Yindjibarndi Foundation Limited
(NYFL) and Tutt Bryant.

NYFL was established to secure an independent and sustainable future for the Ngarluma and Yindjibarndi people,
who are the traditional owners of significant parts of the Pilbara in Western Australia. Garlbagu is the business
arm of NYFL, focussing on business enterprises to help deliver social change for its members and beneficiaries.

Partnering with leading business operators to create training and employment prospects for the community,
NYFL’s business enterprises through Garlbagu seek to engage and upskill its people, giving them long term

opportunities, independence and security. The word Garlbagu means ‘Rise Up’, because together we are stronger.
Tutt Bryant is a longstanding industrial services organisation providing sales, hire, parts, servicing and engineering

solutions to the construction, mining, engineering and trade sectors throughout Australia. As the capability
partner, Tutt Bryant is responsible for the expertise, management systems and equipment hire fleet in Garlbagu
Tutt Bryant.

Our Objectives
Operating from the heart of traditional Ngarluma and Yindjibarndi lands in Karratha and Roebourne, Garlbagu
Tutt Bryant aims to support customers and projects with general equipment and plant hire services.

Deploying quality well-maintained plant and equipment for hire that is backed by locally based customer service
and technical support, the new venture strives to be the supplier of choice in the Pilbara region.

In addition to plant and equipment hire, Garlbagu Tutt Bryant also offers equipment servicing and transportation
services, while aiming to provide training pathways and employment opportunities to Aboriginal people.

Our motto is “driving social change through business” as we seek genuine outcomes that create long-term
sustainable change.
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Our Equipment Range

ACCESS

AIR
COMPRESSORS

COMPACTION

EARTHMOVING

EXCAVATORS

GENERAL HIRE

LIGHTING
& POWER

MATERIALS
HANDLING

PUMPS

SITE
ACCOMMODATION

TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

TRAILERS &
WELDING

Contact Us

Lot 15, Exploration Drive
Gap Ridge Estate

(08) 9182 6400

krt@tuttbryant.com.au

tuttbryant.com.au

Karratha WA 6714

“Together We Are Stronger”
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